Common areas have become more of a study area, as opposed to just a place to socialize. Students frequently gather to get work done together, whether it be in the same class or different.

—tutor, fall 2013

We asked students, “How did RST support the intellectual learning environment in your residence hall?” They said:

► “Brought people together who were taking the same course.”
► “Allowed us to study with our peers in a comfortable environment.”
► “Gave me ideas on how to approach a problem.”
► “Helped us come together and help each other out if we are confused about a concept.”
► “It shows that not all learning had to come from the classroom.”

35 tutees

Courses with the most # of visits
Math 21 — 267
Math 205 — 90
Chm 30 — 77
Math 22 — 60

FIRST YEARS
612 VISITS
206 STUDENTS

877 total visits

UPPER CLASS
265 VISITS
83 STUDENTS

After a successful 2012-2013, we expanded RST into four upper class living spaces.